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Walk the Walk, Talk ''the Talk'' 
Blue Mountain Clinic's "Off The Rack" Sh __ ow Stuns Missoula Yet Again 
Megan Frank forts and Entertainment Assistant Editor Feb. 13, one of Missoula most loved traditions was back in full swing. Blue r -·· , 

Mountain Clinic held their annual fundraiser Off the Rack, a condom fashion show. The goal of ' , A 
the evening is not only to raise money for the clinic but promote healthy sexuality breaking down borders of gender and stigmas. Healthy sexuality is something that ' _ \ condom-
should be celebrated and supported. That's exactly what happens at the show, talented artist come together to create a event like no other. Each artist and their models \ • clad 
have a collaboration of ideas to create costumes, dances, and performances to fit under this years theme "let's talk about sex': ~, beauty 

The event is sure to wow anyone who participates, whether it be as an artist, model, or audience member. It is a night of great entertainment, as Hellgate senior Madison . flaunt~ her 
Botzet described, "My favorite parts were the the Downtown Dance Collective's dances - they were very cool:' And senior Katee Orr said, " My favorite part of the \ offspnng 
show was when a mom wearing a bird like condom costume brought a little baby out in a little baby condom costume a,nd they danced and it was the cutest little 
thing in the entire world." Along with that all the fashion pieces are made completely out of condoms that give this night a spin like no other. Bozet said, 
"I would have to say the unicorn was pretty sweet - but there were lots of original costumes that were eye catching:' Katee said, "One of my friends 
made a super cute dress out of black and silver condoms that looked very 1920s flapper style. It was very unique! There was another really cool dress that was 
made out of a bunch of different colored condoms and it was super long and flowing:' 

The whole show was not just about the entertainment, it was also very educational. "They talked about sex, a lot," said Botzet. Some of the acts incorporated 
statistics about STis, myths about sex and tips for protection as well. Not only does the show have a lot of condoms in it, they are constantly throwing out free 
condoms to encourage safe sex for all. "Everyone came out lavishly covered in condoms. Either people were wearing them on their heads or they had glued the 
condoms all over their outfits. Basically you couldn't get away from the idea of safe sex the entire night;' Botzet exclaimed. The show is there for the fun of having a _j . 
condom fashion show but is mainly there to promote safe sex and educate the public, and of course raise money. " Although a "condom fashion show" might not ~ 
be for everyone, everyone should know that the Blue Mountain Clinic is the only non-profit, non government funded women's health clinic in the country. Off 
the Rack is their biggest fundraiser of the year and it raises awareness for prominent issues, that are pressing in the world right now;' explains Orr. 

Part of what mak_c;s Missoula so unique is its enthusiasm for equal opportunity, respect for diversity, and lack of reverence for unfair stigmas and prejudices. The 
Off The Rack fashion show is representative of all of these beautiful qualities, and is widely regarded as on of our community's most accepting showcases of 

and most love. to Blue Mountain Clinic! 

Mom ... I'm a Thespian . 
2016 Thespian Convention Showcases ·Montana's High School Performers 
Molly Gray j Arts and Entertainment Editor The sun is shining, the birds are chirping, and 

you know what that means- ThesCon 2016 has 
taken center stage! At this spectacular event, high school students from across the state of . 
Montana are given the opportunity to smack their dramatic chops, and even show off plays 
that they have written for the festival. In the past, many Hellgate students have shown off 
their talents as playwrights, a notable one of these being former Lance Editor in Chief Jackson 
Parker. Two years ago, his short play Apartment Story stole the show at the convention. 

This year, schools from all over the state were represented, even from rural districts which 
lack drama or theater departments. One of the Hellgate playwrights to show their work in this 
year's convention was Hellgate senior Jalynn Nelson, who stunned crowds with her piece, "It 
Feeds the Soul." For her work, Jalynn won the title of Best Student Director. In addition to 
viewing a variety of plays from students throughout Montana, participants at the convention 
also got to participate in a variety of workshops and presentations. "Its a great opportunity for 
students to see theatre performed by their peers from across the state,'; said Hellgate senior 
Nora Gibbons. 

Aside from the various workshops and student- written plays observed at the festival, the 
thespians in attendance also had· the chance to see a production by the Montana Repertory 
Theatre. Established in 1967 as a low~cost alternative to touring Broadway productions in the 
'Y_estern states, the theatre has become one .c the most dynamic theatre companies in the comi- mors ma son a ra ons pose 
try. This year, they chose to show Arthur Miller 's hit production, All my Sons. Overall, the 2016 Thespian Convention. (Photo courtesy of 
the reviews were positive, the vibes were merry, and everybody was, of course, dramatic. Nora Gibbons) 


